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ABSTRACT: A set of six mutants of the levan binding single-chain Fv (scFv) fragment A48 (ABPC48),
which have the identical light chain but differ gradually in the stability of the heavy chain, was generated.
This was achieved by introducing one or both of the stabilizing mutations H-K66R and H-N52S into
the VH domain of the A48 wild-type protein, which is naturally missing the conserved disulfide bridge in
VH, and into the cysteine-restored variant A48cys scFv. The stabilizing effects of these two mutations in
VH, which had been selected in the context of a disulfide-free derivative of this scFv fragment [Proba, K.,
et al. (1998)J. Mol. Biol. 275, 245-253], were found to be additive and transferable to the cysteine-
restored variant of the A48 scFv, thereby generating extremely stable VH domains. The equilibrium
denaturation of these scFv fragments was compared with the corresponding isolated VL domain and two
of the different isolated VH domains. In the scFv fragment, the VL domain was found to be stabilized by
a more stable VH domain, and, conversely, the VH domain was stabilized by a more stable VL domain. A
folding intermediate with nativelike VH and denatured VL was found at equilibrium, if VH was significantly
more stable than VL. In all other cases, a cooperative unfolding of the scFv was observed. We explain
this observation with different contributions of intrinsic domain stability and extrinsic stabilization provided
by the partner domain in the single-chain antibodies.

The folding and unfolding pathway of multidomain pro-
teins has been extensively studied both in terms of their
folding thermodynamics and kinetics (reviewed in1-3).
However, there are still many unresolved problems. One
particularly interesting question is to what extent the folding
and/or stability of a domain or subunit is influenced by an
interacting domain. Generally, domains are believed to be
autonomous folding units which are mainly stabilized by
interactions within themselves, yet it is clear that they are
frequently involved in interactions with other domains.

Many multidomain proteins show complex folding be-
havior which cannot be described by two-state models. Inter-
mediate states may either arise from the individual domains
unfolding separately or from partially unfolded states, in-
volving several domains. An experimental difficulty is that
many multidomain proteins cannot be split into stable folded
fragments or even subunits, because they critically depend
on the presence of interdomain contacts to prevent aggrega-
tion. In the case of immunoglobulins, however, expression
of single antibody domains has been possible and therefore
allows an investigation of these questions. VL

1 domains have
been functionally expressed by themselves in several cases

(4-9, among others). This might, however, be at least
partially due to their potential to form homodimers (10).
Isolated VH domains often tend to aggregate (11). The
solubility and stability of human VH domains could in some
cases be increased by “camelization” (12), i.e., introducing
solubilizing residues found in camel antibodies, some of
which do not have a light chain (13-16). However, at low
temperature and concentration, some murine and human VH

domains can be prepared in soluble and native form without
“camelization”.

VH and VL domains can be covalently linked by a flexible
linker to give the so-called single-chain Fv (scFv) fragments
(17, 18). The stability of scFv fragments and the mutual
stabilization of the single domains within the scFv are
important for the design of scFv fragments which are
sufficiently stable for medical or technical applications. The
detailed analysis of the influence of mutations in one domain
on the domain itself and its partner domain will allow a more
rational approach to engineering stable proteins, by focusing
on the relevant parts of the heterodimeric molecule.

In the present study we have created a set of six mutants
of the levan (poly-â-2,6-D-fructose) binding antibody scFv
fragment A48 (19-21) with gradually increasing stability
of the VH domain, all in the context of an unchanged VL

domain. Two of the VH domains, the most stable one and
one of the less stable ones, and the VL domain were also
expressed on their own. The stabilities of the different pro-
teins were then measured by denaturant-induced equilibrium
unfolding. With this series of proteins, we investigated the
nature of the equilibrium transitions of the variable scFv
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fragments and showed under which conditions the two
domains can stabilize each other. The nature of the equi-
librium intermediates in two selected scFv fragments was
probed by limited protease digestion experiments (22) in the
presence of the denaturant concentration where equilibrium
intermediate species were expected, based on the shape of
the unfolding curves. The importance of mutual domain
stabilization is shown to depend primarily on the relative
intrinsic stability of the domains.

The antibody A48, which was used as a model system in
the scFv format, is naturally missing the conserved cysteine
H-92 in the heavy chain, which is replaced by a tyrosine
(20). Because of its natural occurrence, we call this protein
lacking the VH disulfide “wild-type”. It has been shown
before that the stability of the wild-type A48 can be
significantly increased by mutating this Tyr H92 back to Cys
and thereby reintroducing the disulfide bridge into VH (19).
The A48wt scFv fragment and the cysteine-restored A48
scFv fragment (termed A48cys) served as recipients for
introducing the stabilizing mutations H-K66R and H-N52S
(numbering according to Kabat et al. (23), where the “H”
denotes the heavy chain). These mutations had been created
by DNA shuffling (24) and selected by phage panning in
the context of a completely disulfide-free derivative of the
A48 scFv fragment, which is also missing the conserved
disulfide bridge in the light chain (25). Although up to six
mutations had been selected during phage panning per
disulfide-free A48 scFv fragment, a detailed analysis of the
selected mutations by equilibrium denaturation showed that
mainly two mutations (K66R and N52S in the heavy chain)
had a significant effect on the stability of VH.2 The position
of these two mutations in the homology model of the
A48cys(H-K66R/N52S) Fv fragment can be seen in Figure
1. These mutations were introduced alone or combined into
the two A48 scFv fragments, with and without the VH

disulfide bond, to obtain a set of six scFv fragments with
large differences in relative stabilities of VH, always in the
presence of the same VL domain. This allowed analysis of
the stabilizing contributions of one domain on the other. Note
that in all A48 scFv fragments investigated here, the A48wt
VL domain used carries the conserved disulfide bond.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Protein Expression and Purification. The two scFv
mutants derived from the A48wt scFv fragment, the wild-
type protein itself and the corresponding VH domain with
the stabilizing H-K66R mutation, which all lack the
disulfide in VH, were cloned into the vector pTFT74 (26,
27) and expressed as cytoplasmic inclusion bodies inE. coli
BL21DE3 [F-, ompT-, rB

-mB
- (λimm21, lacI, lacUV5, T7

pol, int)] (28). In all scFv fragments and the isolated VH

lacking the disulfide bond, the unpaired CysH22 was replaced
by an alanine, to prevent the formation of covalent oxidation
products during equilibrium unfolding experiments. Puri-
fication of inclusion body protein, refolding, and antigen
affinity chromatography were carried out as described
previously (19). Since antigen affinity chromatography with
the isolated VH domain was not possible, the refolding
mixture of the A48wt(H-K66R) VH domain was concen-
trated by a factor of 10 by using an Amicon model 8200
ultrafiltration cell, dialyzed against 40 mM Tris, pH 8.5, to
remove the arginine present from the refolding mix (19) and
then eluted from a Sepharose Fast-Q anion-exchange column
with a 0-500 mM NaCl gradient in the same buffer at pH
8.5. Pooled fractions were dialyzed against BBS (50 mM
borate, 150 mM NaCl, pH 8.0).

The disulfide-restored A48cys scFv fragment and mutants
derived from this protein were cloned into the secretion
vector pLiscSEF (29) and were expressed in functional form
in the periplasm ofE. coli JM83 [λ-, ara, ∆(lac, proAB),
rpsL, thi, Φ80, dlacZ∆M15] (29). They were purified to
homogeneity by immobilized metal ion affinity chromatog-
raphy (IMAC), using the C-terminal His-tag, followed by
antigen affinity chromatography as described previously (19).

All scFv fragments were in a VH-linker-VL orientation,
carrying an N-terminal FLAG (30) and a C-terminal Myc-
and His-tag (19). A 20-mer nonrepetitive peptide linker was
used in all cases to connect VH and VL (31). The VL domain
of the A48 scFv was expressed with the secretion vector
pIG1 (27), the VH domain of A48cys(H-K66R/N52S) with
the secretion vector pIG3 (27). Both single domains were
expressed by secretion to the periplasm ofE. coli JM83 (29)
and purified by using two columns directly coupled in-line
(32). In this strategy, the eluate of an IMAC column, which
exploits the C-terminal His-tag, was directly pumped onto a
HQ anion-exchange column with a buffer of pH 8 (for VH)
or pH 8.5 (for VL), respectively. Elution from the anion-
exchange column was achieved with a 0-500 mM NaCl
gradient at the respective pH. Pooled fractions were dialyzed
against BBS.

Urea- and GdnHCl-Induced Unfolding/Refolding Equi-
libria . Solvent-induced denaturation was followed by the
intrinsic fluorescence emission spectra of the proteins.
Excitation was at 280 nm. Measurements were performed
and analyzed as described before (25). Protein concen-
trations of 5µg/mL were used in all cases, with the ex-2 Wörn, A., unpublished results.

FIGURE 1: Homology model of the A48cys(H-K66R/N52S) Fv
fragment. The two stabilizing mutations K66R and N52S in the
heavy chain are labeled. The orientation of the model structure is
chosen such that the five Trp residues in VH and the single Trp
residue in VL, which dominate the fluorescence emission maximum
in the denaturation transitions, are best visible. The conserved
disulfide bridges in VH and VL are schematically represented as
black bars.
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ception of the isolated VL domain, which was measured at
10 µg/mL. All measurements were carried out in BBS at
20 °C, using a Shimadzu RF-5000 spectrofluorimeter.
Denaturation curves were normalized to fraction unfolded
protein, whenever the extent of the pre- and post-transition
region was sufficient to calculate the corresponding base-
line, which is required for normalization (33). As some of
the urea denaturation curves of the cysteine-restored A48
scFv fragments lack a post-transition phase because of their
high thermodynamic stability, these curves were not normal-
ized.

Limited Protease Digestion Studies. Limited protease
digestion studies were performed with the A48cys(H-K66R/
N52S) scFv fragment in the presence of 6 M urea, and with
the A48wt scFv fragment in the presence of 4 M urea. Both
scFv fragments were preincubated overnight at 10°C and
an additional 2 h at 20 °C prior to digestion in solutions
containing the corresponding urea concentration in BBS, with
the scFv fragment at 2 mg/mL. The thermolysin digestion
was carried out at 20°C in the presence of 5 mM CaCl2 and
100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 in a reaction volume of 50µL.
Both scFv fragments were digested at a final scFv concentra-
tion of 1 mg/mL, using a ratio of thermolysin to scFv of
1:200 (w/w) for the A48wt or 1:25 (w/w) for the A48cys-
(H-K66R/N52S). The reactions were stopped after defined
time periods (10 s to 7 h) by adding EDTA to a final
concentration of 50 mM, followed by addition of SDS-
PAGE loading buffer and immediate heating of the mixture
in a boiling waterbath for 5 min. Samples taken after
different time points were analyzed by SDS-PAGE using
an 18% polyacrylamide gel, which was stained by Coomassie
Brilliant Blue. The limited digestion reaction of A48cys-
(H-K66R/N52S) in 6 M urea was also blotted onto a PVDF
membrane by standard techniques for further analysis of the
accumulating prominent digestion band by N-terminal se-
quencing and MALDI mass spectrometry.

RESULTS

Protein Expression and Purification. The scFv fragments
derived from the A48wt scFv fragment, lacking the disulfide
bond in VH, yielded between 15 and 40 mg of scFv/L ofE.
coli BL21DE3 upon refolding and purification. Periplasmic
expression of the disulfide-restored A48cys scFv fragment
and its mutants allowed purification of about 1.2 mg of
scFv/L of E. coli JM83. The isolated A48cys(H-K66R/
N52S) VH domain yielded 1.2-1.4 mg of purified protein/L
upon secretion inE. coli JM83. The A48wt(H-K66R) VH

domain, which could not be expressed periplasmically,
allowed purification of 1.4 mg of refolded protein/L ofE.
coli BL21DE3. The isolated VH domains could not be
concentrated above 30-40 µg/mL, because they were very
prone to aggregation. The VL domain of A48 eluted in the
flow-through of the HQ column, with most contaminating
proteins binding to the anion-exchange matrix at pH 8.5. The
purification yield was 300-400 µg of VL domain/L upon
secretion inE. coli JM83.

Functionality of the isolated domains was demonstrated
qualitatively by antigen binding ELISA. An equimolar
mixture of either of the VH domains with VL, preincubated
for 2 h on ice toallow FV formation, gave a clear antigen
binding ELISA signal, detected with an anti-His-tag antibody

(34), which could be completely inhibited with soluble
antigen. In contrast, the isolated domains employed at the
same molar concentration did not produce any signal (data
not shown).

Unfolding Equilibria. Figure 2a shows two sets of urea-
induced unfolding curves. The three curves on the left
represent the wild-type A48 scFv fragment without, with one
(H-K66R), or with two (H-K66R/N52S) stabilizing muta-
tions in VH. The remaining three curves on the right
correspond to the same mutants in the context of the cysteine-
restored A48cys scFv fragment. It can be seen that six scFv
fragments with widely different urea denaturation behavior
were obtained, which all contain the same disulfide-contain-
ing light chain. This shows that the stabilizing effect of the
mutations H-K66R and H-N52S can be seen both in the
wild-type fragment, which lacks the disulfide bond in VH,
as well as in the disulfide-restored form of the A48 scFv,
which corresponds to a more “normal” antibody.

To analyze the effects of the mutations, it is customary to
derive ∆G values from the shape and midpoints of the
transition curve, using a six-parameter fit (33). Two reasons,
however, make us present only a semiquantitative analysis
at this point and report only the midpoints. First, the two-
state nature of the curves is not clear for all experiments,
and, second, some of the pre- and post-transition regions,
notably the intermediate plateaus, are too short to reliably
fit a straight line (Figures 2 and 3), which would result in a
large uncertainty of the derived∆G values. Of course, the

FIGURE 2: (a) Overlay of urea denaturation curves of scFv
fragments A48wt (2), A48(H-K66R) (b), A48(H-K66R/N52S)
((), A48cys (4), A48cys(H-K66R) (O), and A48cys(H-K66R/
N52S) ()). Curves are not normalized to “fraction unfolded protein”,
due to the lack of a post-transition phase in some mutants in urea.
(b) Overlay of normalized guanidinium hydrochloride denaturation
curves of A48cys (4), A48cys(H-K66R) (O), and A48cys(H-
K66R/N52S) ()). All unfolding transitions (a and b) were measured
by the change in emission maximum (EM) as a function of
denaturant concentration at an excitation wavelength of 280 nm.
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midpoint of a denaturation transition is not an exact repre-
sentation of the stability of a protein, because the slope of

the transition (m value) also affects the calculation of∆G
values and there might be compensating effects between
midpoints and slopes. Yet, as there is no dramatic difference
between the slopes of the different transitions (see Figure
3), the midpoints of the transitions clearly allow a semi-
quantitative estimate of the relative stabilities and the derived
conclusions are independent of the exact numbers.

A schematic representation of the denaturation midpoints
of the VH and the VL domain in these mutants, as well as of
the isolated VL and the investigated isolated VH domains, is
given in Figure 4. In the case of the three A48wt-derived
proteins, lacking the disulfide bridge in VH, the midpoint of
the transition region was at 3.1 M urea for the A48wt, at
3.8 M urea for the A48wt(H-K66R), and at 4.2 M urea for
the A48wt(H-K66R/N52S) scFv fragment, and only a single
transition was apparent. In contrast to the wild-type derived
scFv fragments, the cysteine-restored mutants showed a
superimposable first part of the transition region, all starting
unfolding at 4 M urea. Above 5.5 M urea, the urea dena-
turation curves of the three A48cys derived scFv fragments
began to differ significantly (Figure 2). The second part of
A48cys(H-K66R) was shifted by about 0.8 M, and the
corresponding part of A48cys(H-K66R/N52S) by about 2
M to higher urea concentrations, compared with A48cys,
resulting in a clear two-step transition for the most stable
mutants. Even at 8.5 M urea concentration the post-transition
plateau was not reached for the A48cys(H-K66R) and the
A48cys(H-K66R/N52S), indicating very stable proteins
indeed. Therefore, the denaturation experiments with the
cysteine-restored A48 mutants were repeated with the
stronger denaturant GdnHCl. Figure 2b shows that the same
qualitative results were obtained. The transition region in
GdnHCl-induced unfolding started at 1 M GdnHCl, and the
step in the transition curve occurred at 2 M GdnHCl. The
unfolding curves of all scFv fragments were found to be
essentially reversible (data not shown), indicating that equi-
librium properties are observed.

FIGURE 3: Overlay of denaturation curves of the scFv fragments
A48cys(H-K66R/N52S) and A48wt(H-K66R) with the constituent
individual domains. (a) Overlay of guanidinium hydrochloride dena-
turation curves of A48cys(H-K66R/N52S) ()), and the constituent
isolated VH (0) and VL (×) domains. The emission maximum is
shown directly and the data are not normalized. (b) The same data
as in a, but after normalization. (c) Overlay of urea denaturation
curves of A48(H-K66R) scFv (b) and the constituent isolated VH
(9) and VL (×) domains. The emission maximum is shown directly
and the data are not normalized. (d) The same data as in c, but
after normalization. All unfolding transitions (a-d) were measured
by the change in emission maximum (EM) as a function of
denaturant concentration at an excitation wavelength of 280 nm.

FIGURE 4: Schematic representation of denaturation midpoints of
the light-chain variable domain (VL) and the heavy-chain variable
domain (VH) within the scFv fragment A48 and its derived mutants.
Note that VL is chemically identical in all cases, whereas the nature
of VH is indicated. A48wt carries H22-Ala and H92-Tyr, and
A48cys carries two cysteines at these positions and thus the restored
disulfide bridge in VH. H-K66R and H-N52S are stabilizing
mutations of the heavy chain that were introduced alone and in
combination into both the A48 wild-type and the A48cys scFv
fragments. In addition the denaturation midpoints of the isolated
VL domain as well as of the isolated A48wt(H-K66R) and the
A48cys(H-K66R/N52S) VH domains are shown. Because of
uncertainties in deriving∆G values from the transition region, only
denaturation midpoints (see text) are given and the comparison of
the protein stabilities can only be semiquantitative. It can be seen
that VL is stabilized by the VH-VL interface until a limit is
reached, where VL cannot be further stabilized, and it denatures in
a separate reaction with a midpoint at 5 M urea in all A48cys
derived mutants.
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To compare these results with the corresponding isolated
domains, GdnHCl curves were measured for the isolated
A48cys(H-K66R/N52S) VH domain and the isolated VL
domain. They are overlayed on the curve of the A48cys-
(H-K66R/N52S) scFv fragment in Figure 3b. While this
VH domain had the same midpoint of denaturation as the
second part of the denaturation curve in the corresponding
scFv (3.3 M GdnHCl), the isolated VL domain unfolded
significantly earlier than the first transition in the scFv
fragment, with a midpoint of denaturation below 1 M
GdnHCl. In the VL denaturation experiments, different
protein concentrations did not affect the slope of the
denaturation curve, suggesting that dimerization did not play
a significant role in this VL domain at the concentrations
under investigation (data not shown). The GdnHCl transi-
tions of the isolated domains and the A48cys(H-K66R/
N52S) scFv fragment before normalization are shown in
Figure 3a for better demonstration of the unfolding inter-
mediate formed in this scFv fragment.

An overlay of the urea denaturation curves, normalized
to fraction unfolded protein, of the A48wt(H-K66R) scFv
fragment with the corresponding VH and VL domains is
shown in Figure 3d. The isolated VL domain and the isolated
A48wt(H-K66R) VH domain showed similar transitions in
urea denaturation, with a midpoint of denaturation at 2.6 M
urea for VH and 2.3 M urea for the VL. The A48wt(H-
K66R) scFv fragment had a midpoint of denaturation at 3.8
M urea, which is higher than either domain alone. The
corresponding data before normalization are shown for
comparison in Figure 3c.

Since the position of the fluorescence emission maxima
(EM) in the native and denatured proteins are informative
about the nature of these states, we want to report these
values. The EM of all completely unfolded proteins was
between 348 and 350 nm (consistent with the EM at 350
nm of pure Trp in aqueous solution (35)). The native scFv
fragments had their EM at 336 nm, consistent with the
more or less buried nature of their five VH Trp residues and
the one VL Trp residue. The EM of the native VH domain
carrying the disulfide bridge was at 342 nm, and the
disulfide-free VH domain derived from the wild-type A48
scFv fragment had a maximum at 341 nm. The higher EM
of the isolated VH domains compared with the corresponding
scFv fragments is probably due to the three Trp residues,
which are exposed in the isolated VH domains, but which
are part of the interface in the native scFv. The slightly
higher EM in the native VH domain carrying the disulfide
bridge compared with the VH domain lacking the disulfide
can be explained by quenching of the fluorescence emission
of the conserved Trp H36 by the disulfide bond. The VL

domain in its native conformation showed an EM of 323
nm. The signal is mainly caused by the single Trp L35
residue, which is strongly quenched in the native state by
the neighboring disulfide bond (36). Figure 1 indicates the
position of the Trp residues in VH and VL in the homology
model of the A48cys(H-K66R/N52S) Fv fragment.

The fluorescence transitions in the scFv fragments and in
the isolated domains were also followed by measuring fluor-
escence intensity at 350 nm (data not shown). The fluores-
cence intensity of the isolated VL domain increased, that of
both isolated VH domains under investigation decreased upon
unfolding, and transitions were found at essentially the same

denaturant concentration as in the emission maximum data.
However, the intensity data scattered much more than the
fluorescence maxima data. We believe that this effect is
partially caused by the fact that small errors in protein con-
centration, e.g., caused by protein binding to the wall of the
cuvette at intermediate denaturant concentrations, influence
fluorescence intensity, while not affecting the emission maxi-
mum. As small differences in the midpoint of transitions
are being discussed, we thus decided to use emission maxi-
mum data only, which were found to be very reproducible.

Limited Protease Digestion Studies. The digestion of
A48wt scFv with thermolysin in the presence of 4 M urea
resulted in a digestion pattern without accumulation of a
prominent digestion band (Figure 5a). Although some di-
gestion bands appeared stronger than others, no band accu-
mulated proportional to the disappearance of undigested scFv
protein. During digestion of A48cys(H-K66R/N52S) in 6
M urea, on the other hand, even after extensive digestion
one band clearly accumulated (Figure 5b), whereas all other
digestion bands became very weak. N-terminal sequencing
and MALDI-MS analysis characterized that band as a
fragment comprising the entire VH domain, plus the linker
and the first 10 amino acids of VL. This indicates that at

FIGURE 5: (a) Limited thermolysin digestion of the A48wt scFv
fragment in the presence of 4 M urea with a 1:200 (w/w) ratio of
thermolysin (T) to scFv. No digestion band accumulates, suggesting
that a structured core is not present in this scFv fragment under
these conditions. (b) Limited thermolysin digestion of A48cys(H-
K66R/N52S) scFv fragment in the presence of 6 M urea with a
1:25 (w/w) ratio of thermolysin (T) to scFv. Even after extensive
digestion a core fragment (F) accumulates, comprising the entire
VH domain and some additional amino acids (see text).
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the plateau region in Figure 2a the VH domain is resistant
against proteolysis, whereas the VL domain is not. This is
not an intrinsic property of these domains, since the wt scFv
fragment does not give such an accumulation of a band, even
at lower urea concentration. Instead, the accumulation of a
band seems to correlate with the presence of a plateau in
the equilibrium denaturation experiments, and we suggest
that it identifies which domain is still stable in the plateau
region. Some degradation had taken place in both scFv
fragments during the overnight incubation in urea, prior to
the addition of thermolysin. This might be due to a minor
contamination withE. coli proteases which can act on the
partially unfolded scFv fragments (Figure 5a,b, second lane).

DISCUSSION

Two types of denaturation curves of the six scFv frag-
ments, which differ in the heavy chain, but not in the light
chain, were found. Either one single transition was observed
for the less stable fragments or a more or less pronounced
intermediate plateau was seen, for the most stable fragments.
In the latter group (Figure 2, open symbols), the first
transition is identical for the three mutants and we interpret
this as unfolding of the light chain. At the plateaus in the
denaturation curves (Figure 2), the heavy chain still appears
to be folded (schematically represented in Figure 6a). The
shift in EM upon unfolding of VL is proposed to be mainly
caused by the three interface Trp residues of VH becoming
solvent exposed. Whether, in the process of unfolding, it is
the interface, which first disrupts at 4 M urea, followed by
the immediate denaturation of VL or whether VL denatures
“on” the interface cannot be distinguished from our equi-
librium experiments and must be the subject of further kinetic
investigations.

Additional evidence for the presence of a defined equi-
librium folding intermediate during unfolding of A48cys-
(H-K66R/N52S) comprising native VH and denatured VL

comes from the fact that the unfolding curve of the isolated
A48cys(H-K66R/N52S) VH domain is superimposable with
the second part of the corresponding scFv denaturation curve
(Figure 3a). Moreover, limited thermolysin digestion of
A48cys(H-K66R/N52S) in the presence of 6 M urea (the
beginning of the plateau region) results in the accumulation
of a core fragment comprising the entire VH domain and
some additional amino acids from the linker and the light
chain (Figure 5b). This clearly suggests that the VH domain
is structured under these conditions. The fact that the
accumulating core fragment also includes the nonrepetitive
peptide linker (used to connect VH and VL (31)) and the 10
N-terminal VL amino acids is probably due to the preferred
cleavage sites of thermolysin. Despite its generally broad
sequence specificity, thermolysin is known to have a
tendency to cleave preferentially before Leu residues (22).
Indeed, the cleavage site, identified by MALDI-MS in the
A48cys(H-K66R/N52S), is at the first Leu residue after the
C-terminus of VH.

Because of the presence of this intermediate and the fact
that the A48cys(H-K66R/N52S) VH domain can be ex-
pressed by itself and is very stable, we conclude that this
stable VH does not depend on the VH-VL interface for
stability. However, the reverse is not true. The isolated VL

domain starts unfolding at very low denaturant concentrations
(Figure 3) with denaturation midpoints at 0.8 M GdnHCl
and 2.2 M urea. Its stability in isolation is therefore
significantly lower compared to its stability in the context
of this scFv fragment, i.e., in the presence of VH. When it
is part of a stable VH-VL interface, the same VL domain
starts unfolding only at 4 M urea (Figure 2a).

In the A48 wild-type scFv and mutants derived from this
protein, which all lack the VH disulfide, VH is limiting for
the stability of the scFv fragments, and the transition region
of the unfolding curves of the various scFv fragments starts
around 2-3 M urea, depending on which stabilizing muta-
tions have been introduced into VH. One might argue that
there is a stable VL in these scFv fragments, which starts
unfolding only at 4 M urea, just as in the cysteine-restored
scFv fragments. Such a stable VL would be hardly detectable
in the spectrum, since it has only one Trp residue, while VH

has five. Therefore, the further shift in emission maximum
caused by a putative late denaturing VL domain would be
very small, compared with the shift in emission maximum
caused by the denaturation of VH and concomitant interface
destruction, and one would not expect an obvious plateau to
be visible in the transition region of the denaturation curve
or an obvious transition at 4 M urea. However, since VL
expressed on its own is very unstable, it is very likely that
VLslacking its stabilizing interface because of early VH

denaturationsstarts unfolding as soon as the unstable VH is
denatured. In addition, a “stable core”, consisting of a
structured VL domain and a denatured VH domain, cannot
be enriched in limited digestion experiments of A48 wt with
thermolysin in the presence of 4 M urea (Figure 5a).

We therefore suggest a cooperative unfolding of both
domains, VH and VL, whenever VH is less stable than VL or
about equal in stability (Figures 6c and 3c,d). An equilibrium
intermediate state with a denatured VH domain and a native
VL domain, as depicted in Figure 6b, does not seem to be
formed in the case of any of the A48 scFv fragments in-
vestigated. This does not rule out, of course, that more stable

FIGURE 6: Schematic representation of denaturant-induced unfold-
ing equilibria of scFv fragments. (a) If VH is more stable than VL,
an intermediate equilibrium state is reached, where VL is denatured
and VH is still native. At higher denaturant concentration VH also
denatures. This situation is observed in the case of the A48cys-
(H-K66R/N52S) scFv fragment. (b) Hypothetical scheme, not
observed for any A48 scFv fragment in this study. If VL is much
more stable than VH, an intermediate equilibrium state with a
denatured VH and a structured VL could theoretically be expected,
before VL denatures as well. However, this intermediate state does
not seem to form at equilibrium in the case of A48 scFv fragments
with a VH domain of low stability, and model c is found instead.
(c) VL denatures together with VH in a cooperative reaction. This
situation is found if VL is more stable than VH or of similar stability,
because VL critically depends on the VH-VL interface for stability.
This coupled equilibrium is observed in the A48wt derived mutants.
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VL domains in conjunction with poorly stable VH domains
may give rise to such behavior. The VL domain of A48 does,
however, stabilize a VH domain of lower or equal stability,
as shown for the A48wt(H-K66R) VH domain, which
denatures at lower urea concentrations by itself than in the
corresponding scFv fragment (Figure 3d). However, this
stabilizing effect is smaller than the stabilizing effect a very
stable VH has on VL (Figure 4). It will be interesting to see
whether the asymmetry of the two antibody domains in their
dependence on the VH-VL interface for stability within the
scFv fragment is a general phenomenon which is also valid
for other scFv fragments.

The stabilization of one domain by another, observed in
the mutants of the A48 scFv fragment, has so far only been
conclusively demonstrated in the case of the wild-O Fv
fragment, derived from the hen egg-white lysozyme binding
monoclonal antibody D1.3, and its separated VH and VL

domains (37). In this case, the isolated domains denatured
at a temperature about 20°C lower than when they were
associated with each other in the Fv fragment. However,
an obvious plateau in the denaturation transition of scFv
fragments, as present in the A48cys(H-K66R/N52S) scFv
fragment, has not been reported until now, to our knowledge.
This suggests that in previous studies unfolding schemes as
depicted in Figure 6b or 6c (however, not as in Figure 6a)
were followed (for example,29, 38, and39).

Additional evidence for the mutual stabilization of the
domains within a scFv fragment comes from deuterium
exchange experiments3 with the scFv McPC603. Protons
in the isolated VL domain of the McPC603 exchange rapidly
(indicating poor stability), but these proton exchange rates
in the very same VL are significantly slowed solely by the
presence of the VH domain, for which stable NH protons
with protection factors around 105 can be measured (40, 41).
The rapid exchange of the VL protons, indicating a low
protection factor, is consistent with the low∆G value of
unfolding, observed by fluorescence for that VL domain (9).

The idea of the interdomain stabilization in multidomain
proteins has been explored in several other model proteins.
Stabilizing effects of the domain-domain interface region
on one of the domains have been demonstrated in many
cases. InγB-Crystallin, for example, the stability of the
C-terminal domain at pH 2 is significantly increased
compared with the isolated domain by the presence of the
N-terminal domain (42). The A domain of diphtheria toxin
was shown to be stabilized by interaction with the B domain
(43). In the case of aspartate transcarbamoylase, the mid-
point of thermal denaturation of the regulatory subunit is
increased by 16°C, from 51 to 67°C, solely by the presence
of the catalytic domain (44).

A thermodynamic model developed by Brandts et al. (45)
explains the total stability of multidomain proteins as the
sum of increments of the separate domains and the contribu-
tions of an interface free-energy term∆GAB. This term∆GAB

is assumed to go to zero as soon as one of the domains
involved in pairwise interaction unfolds. The interface term
∆GAB is responsible for the observation that, regarding
denaturation within the scFv fragment, a reasonably stable
VL domain stabilizes a VH domain of lower or equal stability

[e.g., in A48wt(H-K66R)] and a stable VH stabilizes a less
stable VL [e.g., in A48cys(H-K66R/N52S)]. One particu-
larly interesting aspect in our system is that the same A48
VL domain acts either as the more stable,stabilizingpartner,
or as the less stable,stabilizedpartner within the scFv frag-
ment, depending on the stability of the pairing VH domain.
Moreover, this analysis suggests that the most stable A48cys-
(H-K66R/N52S) scFv fragment can only profit from sta-
bilizing VL, whereas the less stable wt scFv fragments,
lacking the VH disulfide, will mostly profit from engineering
of VH, since the contribution of a stable VH to the interface
energy∆GAB is more pronounced.

A further aspect of our study is that the strategy we have
followed to find the VH-stabilizing mutations K66R and
N52S (25) might point out a general way of obtaining
globally stabilizing mutations in scFv fragments. Random
mutations had been introduced into the disulfide-free variant
of a scFv fragment, followed by a selection method (e.g.,
phage panning) to regain functionality. The disulfide bridges
have then been reintroduced into the selected scFv fragments
and very stable fragments were obtained, with an additive
stabilizing effect of the disulfide bond and the selected mu-
tations. By removing both disulfide bonds, the scFv frag-
ment is severely destabilized and, in the starting antibody,
essentially nonfunctional. Selection in the absence of the
conserved disulfide bridge will therefore put a high evolutive
pressure on the positive selection of stabilizing mutations.
These can then be transplanted to the disulfide-containing
framework. This detour provides a more powerful selection
of stabilizing mutations than if it was carried out in the
disulfide-containing molecule directly, since the function is
strictly dependent on these mutations in the disulfide-free
background, while it is only somewhat improved in the
disulfide-containing background. However, the final selec-
tion of mutations is based on a sum of parameters, depending
on the selection method employed, including binding con-
stant, stability, toxicity, or expression rate. Therefore, only
a fraction of the selected mutations will indeed increase the
stability of the scFv fragments, making a detailed analysis
of the contribution of single mutations necessary.

In summary, the analysis of the stability-limiting domains,
the mutual stabilization of domains in a scFv fragment, and
the selection strategy for stabilizing mutations are all
important building blocks in engineering scFv fragments for
stability. These concepts will be particularly important in
the design of optimized scFv libraries.
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